
Feature Image 
The most important image on the
product page. It forms the
customer's first impression of the
product and helps them decide if
they want to look further/know
more. 

90%

Next:

Consistency helps to increase brand familiarity for shoppers by
un-intentionally remembering particular product designs, logos,
colours, and graphics etc. Brand familiarity can make your
product stand out from the rest .

more likely to buy the
product in future

diThe results:

Best-in-Class Product Image Content  
= Satisfied shoppers and  higher
conversions 

Conversion rates
on product pages
utilizing additional
images and video

of shoppers say visuals
are the most influential
factor affecting
purchase decisions 

92% 

Next:

5 Images =

8.53% add to basket

Rich Content: Images
How do you improve user experience and conversion with product imagery on your product
description pages? Follow our guide below:

Start: Crystal clear product images

Add more images: 

Go beyond static

Add your brand 

Change with the seasons

of all information
that we perceive
and that gets
transmitted to our
brains is visual 

Statistics show that web
pages with strong/clear
images on them can get up
to 94 percent more views
than those with no images,
or dull and boring ones 

Product Images are an easy way to
improve the user experience of your
website 

Appealing 
Authentic
Diverse 

Would you trust a brand/retailer that failed to photograph their products correctly? 

A great feature image should be
supported by a strong image gallery to
show the product from all relevant
angles.  

360 degree shots and/or videos can be added to
engage the customer even more and can convey
additional product information and answer more
of the customer’s questions 

of online buyers say that photo
quality is the most important
factor in an online sale  

that’s what users expect
product images on the
product page to be.

Next:

Next:

1 Image =

18.9% add to basket

We live in an era where below the fold
retailer spaces are limitless libraries of
product content.

+40%  

One of the key benefits to our Connect+ Rich Media solution is the
ability to change and adapt your media tiles to suite seasonal content
and marketing campaigns.

Engaging content can be impactful and means your product or brand will
be remembered by the consumer  

Give shoppers who don’t have much time to
browse the product the opportunity to
discover more about your product quickly

That’s what data scientists
and media analysts
believe is now the average
consumer attention span

8 seconds
Image quick facts:

90% 

If shoppers love a brand
story , they are 

55%

The top 6 UK grocery retailers average over 14
million visitors to their product pages every
month. Make sure you are providing them with
rich content that keeps them coming back to
your pages

Strong images draw attention and
trigger emotion  

Don't limit yourself to seasonal changes, our Connect+ feature-sets are completely mouldable and adaptable to your content
dimensions, add in your latest Instagram campaign images, TV commercials and much more to create brand consistency. 

 CGI:

Utilise Mobile
Optimized Content 
Mobile Ready Hero Images
ensures that 4 key
elements of the packaging
are enhanced. Our
Omnishopper Create
solution creates these
quickly and effectively.

Our Omnishopper Create solution creates high
quality 3D product renders from supplied
product artwork- ensuring brands have quick
access to high quality product feature images

Update your content for different
seasonal campaigns including,
Christmas, Easter, Diwali,
Thanksgiving and more. 

The result:

Live example of happy customer Duracell
using our Connect+ Solution


